
15/03/2012 - The Salone del Mobile in Milan is undoubtedly the most anticipated international event for all 
furniture  and  design companies that  will  open 17 to  22 April 2012  at the Milan-Rho  exhibition  center.

A lot of news that will be presented as Octo stool, Blog chair and stool designed by Stefano Sandonà , the 
Moema chair  in version with beech legs, the family of chairs Tolo designed by Adrian Tolomei and Together 
chair and the table designed by the designer Marc Sadler and Claire chair, Joe and Pop stool.

Octo stool: The mystic number eight symbol of boundless and have inspired this stool with an essential and 
continuous, capable of renewing the look of each type of space.
It  is made in high strength techno polymer and steel  main frame. This is available in different range of 
colours.

Blog  chair  and  stool: an  allusion  to  the message  window of  the  diaries online, Blog combines the 
sweetness of the form to the lightness of the structure to give rise to a chair practical and youthful. These are 
a chair and barstool with techno polymer seat and chromed or painted metal frame.

Tolo chair: Strictly straight lines connected by a thin and stylish range of smooth curves. In the chair Tolo, 
aesthetic embraces the convenience that combine to give a suitable complement to the operational areas, 
contract  and  residential.
Large selection of finishes,  drums and accessories to meet an unlimited number of applications without 
altering the original character of the product.
The family Tolo comes from the idea of the designer materialized thanks to advanced technology research to 
the attention of Gaber and materials, providing a seat to design functional and great effect.

Together chair and table:  Chairs and tables are characterized by a combination of wood and techno 
polymer material. Aesthetically, an unusual pairing, because real tour de force. Opposites attract: the classic 
solid,  natural,  warm,  shiny  and  transparent  polymer  married,  a  spokesman  for  modernity.
The clean and soft makes these elements can be inserted in any context. The availability of colors for seat 
and back a proposal undoubtedly cross crown.

Joe stool:  The care of the details and the use of noble materials as the steel and the wood, reach their 
maximum expression thanks to the design minimalist that it exalts the merit and the function of it.  The stool 
is produced on metal base fix or adjustable higher with seat in wood essence like beech and wengè. Proper 
stool for the residential environment as to the exclusive hall of an hotel rather than for I furnish him of a 
situation lounge bar.

Claire chair: With bright colours and crayon, chromatic gradations of the grey one, of the green and of the 
brown one express the colours of the nature. A choice that emits the pure character of the environment.A 
new generation of multicolour seating, with strong techno-aesthetic content, with an innovative system that 
allows a esacromatic production. With its style pret  a porter and the various colours available,  matches 
perfectly to all indoor/outdoor places making elegant and fashion.
Made entirely of techno-polymer, with a frame with four legs in painted or chromed metal.

Gaber has achieved numerous awards, last  but not in temporal order of importance is the Good Design 
Award 2010 received from The Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design chair for the Big 
Bang. An honorable mention instead came from the Red Dot Design Award Product Design 2011 section to 
receive the chair multicolor Claire.
In December 2011 came the Good Design award 2011 for chair and table Together, the stool Joe the chair 
Claire.During the fair IMM Cologne 2012 Moema the chair and the chair and table Together family have 
received a mention at the Interior Innovation Award 2012.
Gaber is waiting for you to present all the new products at booth E-07 in Hall 12 at the exhibition Salone del 
Mobile from 17 to 22 April 2012 and at event  " Emotional Living " from 16 to 22 April 2012 at Magna Pars - 
Via Tortona 15 – Milan - Italy .


